**COUNTRY / REGION:**

Slovenia

**CONTACT:**

Jesenik Zlatko  
0038641795475  
JESENIKZLATKO@GMAIL.COM

**ADDRESS:**

Lesarska Ulica 2  
Maribor

**WE ARE THE ORGANIZATION THAT:**

- offers secondary school programs in the field of woodworking and forestry for the professions of carpenters, woodworkers and foresters;
- offers an upgraded post-secondary education and adult education;
- provides professional knowledge and competences in the fields of forest care, nursery, felling and harvesting, furniture production and builders’ joinery;
- is the only one in Slovenia that has an educational vertical that fully links forest-wood-design,
- promotes various project and events in the woodworking and forestry field, is organizing Erasmus+ student exchanges and host foreign lecturers;

**WHAT I WANT TO GET OUT OF THE NETWORK:**

- extended cooperation with existing international partners;
- new partnerships;
- exchange of good practices in the professional field;
- extended or new student exchanges, cooperation in joint projects;